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From Cobi, the mascot of the Barcelona Olympic Games, to furniture design for
Magis, via covers for The New Yorker, and not forgetting the magical animated
movie Chico y Rita, Javier Mariscal is one of the most creative illustrators and
designers of today. London’s Design Museum in 2009 and Barcelona’s Pedrera last
year presented different facets of this purveyor of happiness. The most intimate
part of his universe, however, remains the Garriris. For Galerie Champaka, the
artist has created some fifty brand new works exploring this universe dedicated to
the joys of living!
Where does the term Garriris come from?
Javier Mariscal: As a child, I had quite a hard time learning how to read. One day, when
I was reading a story to my younger brother, I came across a very angry character, I
pronounced it as “grrrrr, garriri”. Later, when I created these characters, always angry
with the world, I immediately thought” “Look: a garriri!”
How have the Garriris evolved since you created them ?
They were born almost unconsciously, and the Garriris quickly became uncontrolable.
They’re as curious as they are dynamic. When I draw them, I often get the impression
that it’s them who take the decisisions. At the start, the Garriris were numerous and
small in size, then they got progressively bigger and their numbers reduced. They
discovered the beach, the moon, the pines, the waves and the dunes. I love them a
lot. They are my family, my paper family.
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How would you define the personality of each of the characters in the Garriris
universe?
When the gang of Garriris disappeared, only Fermin, the big one, and Piker, the little,
were left. I don’t know why, but no doubt they decided that they were all that was
needed, they had created a space of their own. It was from that moment that they
came to life in the form of comics. Julian, the fishing dog, is born out of the blue and
joins the duo forever. He never speaks, but he controls the situation, as he has his
head on his shoulders.
So the Garriris insisted on being in one of your rare selling exhibitions?
This universe is the closest one to me, I have never abandoned it and I am working
on adapting it into animation. On top of this, I have the feeling that the Garriris will
be really happy in Brussels, a city which hosts the Atomium, a building dedicated to
utopia. My characters really appreciate utopias...
(1) http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=38XzYI7TKAo
(2) www.magisdesign.com/#/designers/LMNO/25/
(3) http://www.chicoyrita.es/home.html

Javier MARISCAL,
the purveyor of happiness

Born in Valencia, Javier Mariscal grew up with the sun, the Mediterranean, and street festivals
like San José, in which locals build huge, colourful sculptures of cardboard and paper, or fallas,
some realistic, others crazily exaggerated, and set them all on fire. As a boy, he would make a
little falla each year. Quitting his graphic design studies in Barcelona after two years, he was 23
when he began pouring his raw, streetwise vitality and liberated self-expression into his earliest
hippy comics. These truly «underground» publications were quickly targeted by General Franco’s
repressive censorship, which forced Mariscal to flee to Ibiza for two years. Everything changed
after the Spanish dictator’s death in 1976, and comics and other artforms flourished in a new
climate of freedom.
Mariscal’s fame soon started to spread abroad. After translating one of his comics in the
Dutch anthology Tante Leny, Joost Swarte visited him in Barcelona in 1978 and they became
firm friends. In Swarte’s opinion, Mariscal is very vivid, he’s life itself. His strips are just the way
he is – going out, having laughs, going to the seaside to see the sun, have dinner, meet nice
girls. His spirit is very optimistic. This infuses Mariscal’s comics and covers, many for El Vibora,
the flagship of new Spanish adult comics launched in December 1979. In Mariscal’s mix-andmatch, high-and-low worldview, everyday settings of supermarkets, petrol stations and kitchens
are refashioned with modernist aesthetics and cartoonish eccentricity. Disney meets Kandinsky
in his Mickey Mouse-inspired critters Fermin and Piker, Los Garriris, who ride their Vespas or go
to the beach with their fishing dog Julian.
Comics and illustration are only one facet of Estudio Mariscal’s versatile output, as major
clients have enabled him to turn his fanciful design ideas from print into real products and
buildings. These range from fabrics, furniture (his Duplex stool is an Eighties design icon)
and decors for bars, clubs, shops and hotels, to the famous 1992 Olympic mascot Cobi the
dog, adapted into comics and animation. He has also found success in the contemporary art
world, notably his 2005 sculpture Crash!, a true-to-scale reproduction of an exploded 1959
Chevrolet Impala, rich in symbolism about how the future is no longer what it used to be. For
this exhibition “Garriris” he has made new pieces. Mariscal is an unstoppable force, able to
bring his natural spontaneity to almost anything.
Paul Gravett

